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Abstract 
Clerbout, M. and Y. Roos, Semicommutations and algebraic languages, Theoretical Computer 
Science 103 (1992) 39949. 
We give a decidable necessary and sufficient condition for a semicommutation function f’ to 
transform any rational language into an algebraic language. This condition is the following: The 
semicommutation graph of,f’ has no subgraph isomorphic to m or 
1. Introduction 
The free partially commutative monoids study was initiated by Cartier and Foata 
[ 11, whose aim was to solve some combinatory problems. Trace languages, which are 
subsets of a free partially commutative monoid, were proposed by Mazurkiewicz [l l] 
as tools for the description of concurrent program behaviour. Important results have 
been found and several syntheses have been written about this subject (see [S, 6,9, 12, 
13, 16, 17, 193). 
A partially commutative alphabet is a couple (A, d), in which A is an alphabet and 0, 
the independence relation, is a symmetric and irreflexive binary relation over A. 
Associated with the commutation relation 8, an application&: 2**+2** can be defined 
by: For every language L over the alphabet A, f,(L) is the set of words which are 
equivalent to some word of L for the congruence generated by 8. Thus, fe is a unary 
operation over languages, which is named partial commutation function associated 
with 6. 
More recently, we introduced the notion of semicommutation, which generalizes 
the notion of partial commutation: a semicommutation is an irreflexive independence 
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relation over A (see [2, 31). Since then, a lot of papers have been dealing with their 
properties (see [S, 10, 15, 181). 
When new operators, as semicommutation functions, are defined, a natural ques- 
tion is: Do these operators preserve regularity? Clearly, the answer is no: for any 
semicommutation functionfe such that 8 is not empty, there exist regular languages 
such that their image byfe is not regular. A more interesting question is the following: 
If R is a regular language and fs a semicommutation function, is it decidable to know 
whether the image of R byfe is a regular language? As a matter of fact, only decidable 
sufficient conditions have been found to ensure that the image by a semicommutation 
function of a regular language remains regular (see [4, 14, 151). 
In this paper, we answer the following question: Zsfe is a semicommutation function, 
is it decidable to know whether the image of any regular language by fe is algebraic? We 
name such functions algebrico rational functions and we give a decidable characteriz- 
ation of semicommutation functions which are algebrico rational. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Notations 
In the following text X is the used alphabet; U, v and w are words in X*; Yis a subset 
of x. 
1 w 1 is the length of the word w; 
1~1, is the number of occurrences of the letter x that appear in the word w; 
/w/r is the number of occurrences of the letters of Y that appear in the word w; 
alph(w)= {XEX I I wl,#O} is the alphabet of the word w; 
corn(w) = (uEX* ( VXEX, I w lx = I u(,} is the commutative closure of the word w, and if 
corn(L)= U corn(w). 
WSL 
F(w) is the set offactors of the word w, that is, 
F(w) = {uEX* / 3u, u’EX*, with w = uuv’), 
and if L&X*, we extend the definition by 
F(L)= u F(w) 
WEL 
LF(w) is the set of left factors of the word w, that is, 
LF(w)= {uEX* I 3u~X*, with w = uv}, 
and if LGX*, we extend the definition by 
LF(L)= u LF(w). 
WEL 
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U,(w) is the projection of the word w over the subalphabet Y, i.e. the image of w by 
the homomorphism IIy which is defined by 
VXEX, if XE Y then IIy(x)=x, else II, (x)=E. 
ULUU is the shufJEe of the two words u and u, that is, 
ULUU={U~~~U~U~...U,U.~U~E~*, Ui~X* and u=u~u~...u,,, u=u~u~...u~}. 
urn u is the synchronized shufle (see [7]) of the two words u and u, that is, 
urn u= {wE(alph(u)ualph(u))* 1 ZZalph~,,~(w)=u and IIalph~V~(~)=~}. 
07(x, y) is the Dyck language on the alphabet {x, y}, that is, 
DT(x,~)={~~{x,~}*II~lx=lwly}. 
D\*(x, y) is the semi-Dyck language on {x, y}, that is, 
D;*(x,~)={w~DT(x,y)lvu~LF(w), I4xBl4,). 
Finally, Rat will denote the family of rational languages, Alg the family of algebraic 
languages and Ocl the one-counter languages family, which is the smallest set of 
languages which contains D\*(x, y) and which is closed under rational transductions, 
product, union and star. 
2.2. Semicommutations 
A semicommutation relation defined over an alphabet X is an irreflexive relation: it is 
a subset ofXxX\{(x,x)IxEX}. 
With each semicommutation relation 8, we associate a rewriting system S = (X, P), 
which is named semicommutation system in which P is the set {xy+yx I (x, y)~0}. We 
shall write u~u if there is a rule xy+yx in P and two words w and w’ such that 
u = wxyw’ and u = wyxw’. We shall write us u if there are words wl, w2, . . . , w, (n > 1) 
suchthat~~=~,w,=u,andforeachi<n,w~~w~+~~ Then we shall write that there is 
a deriuation from u to u. 
With each semicommutation 0 we associate its commutation graph, which is the 
directed graph defined by (X,8), where X is the vertex set and 8 the edge set. 
With each semicommutation relation 8, we associate a semicommutation function 
fe:2 A*+2A’, which is defined by 
vLCx*, .fs(L)ZiL { l4Ex* I,+}. 
3. Algebrico rational functions 
Definition 3.1. A semicommutation function f defined on an alphabet X is algebrico 
rational if and only if for any rational language R included in X*, the language f(R) is 
algebraic. 
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Our main result is the following characterization of algebrico rational functions: 
A semicommutation functionf defined on an alphabet X is algebrico rational if and 
only if the semicommutation graph off has no subgraph isomorphic to trcct 
or w. The proof of this result is based on an induction on the cardinality of the 
alphabet X. Clearly, when X contains only one letter, the semicommutation graph of 
any semicommutation functionfdefined on X cannot contain a subgraph isomorphic 
to - or ,n , and it is easy to verify thatfis algebrico rational. To give an 
idea of what happens in the general case, we will also examine the case of a two-letter 
alphabet. 
Let X = {a, b}. A s in the case of a one-letter alphabet, we have to verify that each 
semicommutation function defined on X is algebrico rational. There are four 
semicommutation functions on a two-letter alphabet: the identity (no commutation at 
all), corn (the total commutation), fab_ba associated with the rule ab+ba, and 
f ba +ab associated with the rule ba+ab. At first, we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a word w’ to be in the image of a word w of X* byf,,,,, (the proof of this 
result is in [2]). 
Lemma 3.2. Let w and w’ be two words of X*. w’sf,b+bO(w) ifand only ifw’Ecom(w) and 
V(U,V)ELF(W)~LF(~‘), InI=11;/=1ulb<ICIb. 
Then we can state the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Any semicommutation function dejined on X= {a, bj is algebrico 
rational. 
Proof. If f is the identity, the result is obvious: f (R)=RERat c Alg. Latteux [9] 
proved that iff=com, VRERat, com(R)EOcl. So we have to establish thatf,b_bu(R) is 
context-free, for each rational language R. The proof is symmetric for fba+&. Let h be 
the morphism defined on {a, b, 6) by h(a)=a, h(b)= b, II(&)=& and let g be the 
morphism defined on the same alphabet by g(u) =a, g(b)=&, g(b)= b. We have: _ 
t’uEX*, f(u)=g(h-l(u)n(D;*(b,b) LLIU*)). Indeed, set u’cf (u) and let us denote by U’ 
the word u’ where each occurrence of the letter b has been marked. (ti’=m(u’) with 
m: {a, b}tt{a,b}, m(a)= a, m(b) = 6.) Set v = u m ii’n (b* b* a)*. By Lemma 3.2, it is clear 
that IZ,,,b,(v)ED\*(b;b); so, vEK1(u)nD>*(b,b)~u* and u’=g(v). On the other hand, 
if u’Eh_l(u)n(D’T(h, b) w a*), each left factor a of LF(u’) satisfies la163 1~1~. So, 
g(u’)Ef (Ii’,,,j(u’))=f (u). As D;*(b, b)EOcl, which is a family closed under rational 
transduction, each rational language has its image by f in Ocl, so f is algebrico 
rational. 0 
Remark. If L is an algebraic language, there is a rational language R such that 
com(L)=com(R) (see [9]); so corn(L) is an algebraic language. However, fab_ba(L) 
is not always context-free: Set L= {(ba)“b”, n >O}. LEAlg, but fob_ba(L)n b*a*b* 
={b “+kanb”pk, n3k>O}=L,. And LF(b*L1)={b”aPbq, n>p>q>O}$Alg. 
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Let us now suppose that the cardinality of the alphabet X is greater than 2. 
Definition 3.4. Let f be a semicommutation function defined on the alphabet X. We 
say that f satisfies the (C) condition if the semicommutation graph off has no 
subgraph isomorphic to +++++. or W’ 
We may also express this condition in the following way: A semicommutation 
functionfon X associated with the semicommutation relation CO satisfies the (C) 
condition if and only if 
(y,z)~C~ * ((y,xl)~Co and (x~,z)E& * xl=z or xl=y). 
Proposition 3.5. If a semicommutation function is algebrico rational then it satisfies the 
(C) condition. 
Proof. Letfbe a semicommutation function defined on X = (a, b, c} by the commuta- 
tion graph shown in Fig. 1. Set R=(abc)*. Then 
f(R)nc*b*a*={c”b”a”InEN}#Alg. 
Let g be the function defined on {a, b, c, d} by the semicommutation graph shown in 
Fig. 2. Set R’ = (cd)* (ab)*. Then 
A function which does not satisfy the (C) condition would never be algebrico 
rational. q 
We shall now prove the converse of this proposition. We will consider two cases. 
a b 
0 
Fig. 1 
a b 
d 
Fig. 2. 
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Definition 3.6. We say that a semicommutation functionfdefined on X satisfies the 
(P) property if and only if there exists a letter x in X such that for each letter y in X, 
yx of or such that for each letter y in X, xy of. 
So, let f be a semicommutation function defined on X which satisfies both the (C) 
condition and the (P) property, i.e. there exists a letter x in X such that 
VY E x, yx Ef(XY). 
The other case (xy~f(yx)) would be studied in the same way. Let us explain what the 
function f does: 
Because the commutation graph off already contains y-x +y, it is imposs- 
ible to add an arrow between y, and y2 since f satisfies the (C) condition. However, we 
may have commutations of the kind yx -+xy, y~X\{x}. Thus, the alphabet X may be 
partitioned into three disjoint subsets: X=X,uXZu{x}, with X, =(y~X\{x}, 
xyef (yx)}, X, = { YEX, xy$f (yx)}. It means that, in a word WEX *, the occurrences of 
the letter x are going to move on left or right, in each factor of w which is in X 7, but an 
occurrence of x may move over a letter of X2 only from left to right. When adding in 
w the new positions of marked occurrences of the letter x (X instead of x) from a word 
w’inf(w), we get words ofDT(x,X) LUXT and words ofD\*(x,X)Lu(X1uXZ)*. This is 
what is formalized in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.7. Let f be a semicommutation function such that f satisfies (C) and (P). Let 
u,u’EX*. Then u-?iu’ if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(1) 17,_(,}(u)=17,-{,~)(u’). 
(2) n,(u) = IAt’). 
(3) for all prefixes u1~X*X2 of u and u;EX*X~ of u’, we haoe 
Proof. (j): It is clear that conditions (1) and (2) are necessary. We prove condition (3) 
by induction on the length of the derivation z&u’. The value n=O being obvious, 
consider u~u’-+u”. Two cases may arise: 
l u’=w1xyw2 and u”=w,yxwZ, with y~X,ux~. 
l u’=wlyxw, and u”=wlxywZ, with VEX,. 
Let u,,u; and u;EX*X~ be prefixes of u,u’ and u”. If n,_(,)(~~)=n,_i,,(u;) 
then, by induction hypothesis, (ul lx > 1~‘~ lx. Moreover, in both cases, if YEX, then 
II,_:,l(u;)=n,_I,i(~);)implies that Iu;Ix=Iu;)Ix. Now ifyEX2 and w=n,_i,,(u;) 
=ll ,._1,i(u;) then Iu;lx=/u;Ix if w#Z7,-:,,(w1y), and (u;Ix=(uYIx+ 1 otherwise. 
(-=): If u, u’EX* satisfy the three conditions then IuI = Iu’I. Let w be the longest 
common prefix of u and u’. We argue on the integer n=IuI-_IwI=Iu’I-_IwI, If n=O 
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then u = u’ and there is nothing to prove; so we assume n > 0. Because of condition (3) 
we have only the following different cases: 
l u=wx’yu2 and u’=wyu; with r>O and y~X,ux~. 
l u=wyu, and u’=wx’yu; with r>O and ygX,. 
In the first case we have u -?; U” = wyx’uZ. Furthermore, u’ and U” satisfy the three 
conditions of the statement; so, by induction hypothesis, we have u” 9~‘; thus, 
u 3 u’. In the second case we have wyx” u$ = u” 3 u’ = wx” yu;. Since u and u” satisfy the 
three conditions, we obtain u 3 u”; thus, u --li u’. 0 
Notation. If w is a word of X*, W denotes the image of w by the morphism which 
marks the letter x: m:X~Xu{x}, m(x)=& and Vy~x\{x}, m(y)=y. 
Now we are able to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. Given u, U’EX *, let VEX * be the word in u m U’ - X * XxX* when it exists. 
Then u4u’ ifand only ~~vE((D~(x,X)LLIX~)(D~*(X,X)LLI(X~UX~)*))*. 
Proof. (+): By Lemma 3.7, if u-?iu’ holds then the word v exists. Furthermore, we 
factorize v = v v 1 2.. .v, in a unique way as follows. For all prefixes w of v consider the 
difference 6(w)=Iwlx-jwlx. The factors v1,v2, . . . correspond to the positions in the 
word v where 6(w) changes sign. Formally, the factor vi is the longest prefix of v such 
that for all prefixes w of vl, I Ii’,(w) I d ) n,(w) I holds. Set v = vi v’ and define v2 as the 
longest prefix of v’ such that for all prefixes w of v’, In,(w)1 > In,(w)1 holds. Set 
v= vlvZvt’ and apply this procedure recursively to vN. 
It suffices to verify that for k =O, 1, . . the word v2k+ 1 belongs to XT. Assume by 
contradiction that this is not the case, i.e. for some k=O, 1, . . . and some words 
tE(X~u{X}u(XJ)*, v’EX* and ycX2 we have 
Then u1 =n,_~,,(v1v2... v2kty) is a prefix of u and u; =II,_~,.(~~v~...v~~ty) is a pre- 
fix of u’ that satisfy ~,~ix~(u,)=~,_ix,x~(~~v2...v 2kty)=nx_{iI(u;), implying that 
Iullx>(u;I,. This contradicts the definition of t&+i. 
(-c=): If a word v exists then u and u’ satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.7. 
Furthermore, because of the form of v, if a prefix u1~X*X2 of u and a prefix 
24; EX* X2 of 24’ satisfy 
~7,_(,}(u,)=n,-(,,(U;) 
then there exists a prefix w of v such that 
n,-{,}(U1)=n,~{,,(U;)=n,~,,,,(W). 
By hypothesis, we have n(,,~(w)~DT(x,x)LF(o;*( x, X)), which is exactly condition 
(3). 0 
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In this light, we can state that if f satisfies both the (P) property and the (C) 
condition then f is an algebraic relation. 
Proposition 3.9. Let f be a semicommutation function defined on the alphabet X, which 
satisjes the (C) condition andfor which there exists a letter x such that VYEX, yx~f (xy). 
Then we can jind morphisms h and g and two subsets of X, X1 and X2, such that 
VEX*, f(u)=g(h-‘(u)n((DT(x,X)wXT)(D;*(x,x)uJ(X1uX1)*))*). 
So f is algebrico rational. 
Proof (sketch). Set X,={y~X\{x)~xy~f(yx)} and X,=X\(X,u(x}). Let h and 
g be the morphisms defined on Xv{ 2) by 
v’y~X,uXz, O)=y> g(y)=y> 
h(x)=x, g(x)=&, 
h(X)=&, g(.q=x. 
Set L=((D~(x,X)wX~)(D~*(x,X)w(X1uX2)*)). It is easy to see that 
VUEX*, f(u)=g(h-‘(u)nL*). 
So f is algebrico rational. 0 
Now we study the case where the (P) property is not satisfied. 
Notation. If w is a word of X*, and tEN +, we write w(t) as the left factor of length t 
of w. 
Lemma 3.10. Let UEX+, a&X, wEa(uwai), w’Euwaia+. Then wecanjnd toEN+ such 
that 
(1) com(w(t,))=com(w’(t,)); 
(2) VSE{l >...,to-l}> Iw’(~)I,<Iw(~)I,. 
Proof. Let to be the smallest element of {t I tE N + and I w’(t)i, > I w(t)I,}. to exists 
since, if t= IwI, we have Iw’(t)la3 Iw(t)la. Then Iw’(tO)la= Iw(to)l, and, thus, 
II7,(w’(t,))l =IIl,(w(t,))l, which implies that IZ,(w’(t,))=I7,(w(t,)) since these two 
words are left factors of u. Therefore, com(w(tO))=com(w’(tO)). From the definition of 
to the second assertion is satisfied. 0 
For a given semicommutation functionf; if no letter may commute with each of the 
others, shuffles will be local. So, to get the image of a word byf; it is sufficient to make 
shuffles on factors which are defined on a smaller alphabet. This motivates the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.11. Let f be a semicommutation function defined on X, which satisfies the (C) 
condition but not the (P) property. Then, for any word u of X*, for any word v of f(u), 
wecan~finddecompositionsu=u,~~andv=v~v~withu~#~,alph(u,)~Xandv,~f(u,). 
Proof. If alph(u) 5 X, the result is obvious. If not, set u = au’, v = dv’, aEX, deX. Then 
either a=d: we can choose u1 = v1 =a; 
or a#d: we set D={zEX\{a} I zaEf (az)} and Y=X\(Du{a}). 
Then 
_ dED; so D#@; 
_ Y#@ since f does not verify the (P) property; 
_ if z1 and z2 are in D, the graph off contains a subgraph z1 -a+zz,; thus, there 
is no commutation between zi and z2 because f satisfies the (C) condition. 
We have to consider two different cases. 
First case: There do not exist letters ye Y and ZED such that zyEf (yz). Then let us set 
u =awyu” and v=dw’y’u” with w, w’~(Du{a})* and y, y’~ Y. No occurrence of letter 
a in aw can overstep y because VXE Y, xa$f (ax). So we have [awl, < 1 w’l,, i.e. 
IW’I.>IWla~ 
On the other hand, for two letters (d,,y,) in D x Y, it is possible to have 
y,dI~f(dIy,), but, since dly,$f(y,dl), we get DD(dw’)ELF(DD(dw)). Then 
u = u'yu", u’~a(IZ,(dw’)Luai)(w”uJai’), IZ,(w)=I7,(dw’)w”, 
v = v’y’v”) v’EIZp(dw’)U]aj, 
where j=lw’l=, i+i’=lwl,; so j>i. 
From Lemma 3.10, it follows that u’=uru; and u’=urv\, where U~#E and 
com(u,)=com(u,) (so ulEf (ul)). Moreover, alph(u,)cDu{a} 5X. Hence, the couple 
(ur , vl) answers the problem. 
Second case: There exist letters YE Y and d,ED such that dlyef (yd,). Then D= {d}; 
if two different letters dI and dz belong to D, we will find in the semicommutation 
graph off the subgraph y-d1 -a- dz, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Then we set E=(zEX\{d} ldzEf(zd)} and Z=X\(Eu(d}). We have 
_ E#@ because GEE; 
~ Z #8 because f does not verify the (P) property; 
_ if zi and z2 are two different letters of E, there is no commutation between z1 and 
z2 because the graph off already contains z1 - d-z2 and f satisfies the (C) 
condition. 
Let us set u=awzu” and u=dw’y’v”, with w, W’E (Eu{d})* and z,z’~Z. No occur- 
rence of the letter d in u” can overstep z and z’, but it is possible to have rules such as 
dt-+td for a letter t in Z. So we get lawldaldw’ld, i.e. Iwld>lw’ld. 
On the other hand, VxEE\{a}, VzeZ, the graph off contains a-d-x. No 
arrow like x -z can be added and za$f (az) because D = {d} and d&Z. Thus, VXE E, 
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VZEZ, zx$j-(xz). But we can find a rule as zlxl-+xlzl for (x1, z,)EE x Z. So we have 
ZZ,(aw)~LF(n,(dw’))= LF(n,(w’)). Then we write 
u = u’zu”) u’EzI,(aw)Ud’, 
v = V~Z’lY, U’Ed(z7,(UW)Udj)(W~LUdi’), IzE(dw’)=n&w)w”, 
wherej=)awl,, i+i’=(w’l,,; soj>i. 
According to Lemma 3.10, we get u’=uluI; and u’=ulul”, where u1 #E, 
com(u,)=com(o,) (so u,~f(u~)), and alph(u,)cEu{d}sX. The couple (ul,ul) 
agrees with the question, proving the result. 0 
We are now able to state the main result of the paper. 
Proposition 3.12. Let f be a semicommutation function dejined on the alphabet X, and 
satisfying the (C) condition. Then f is ulgebrico rational. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of the alphabet X, denoted by 
card(X). If card(X)=2, the result is true; see Proposition 3.3. If card(X)>2 then if 
fsatisfies the (P) property, the result is true because of Proposition 3.9. If not, we are 
going to show that for each rational language R, f(R)EAlg. Let RERat. We can define 
a deterministic automaton M =(X, Q, qo, *, F) which accepts R. If q,q’e Q, we set 
R,,,,={wEX*, q*w=q’}. Let s be the substitution defined on Q x Q by 
v/(q, q%Q x Q> s((q, q’))= u fVL,dX\{x))*). 
X0X 
By induction hypothesis, s is an algebraic substitution. Let K be the rational language 
defined on Q x Q by 
K={(qo,q,)(q,,q,)...(q,-,,q,)lp~l, vig{l,...,~}, qieQ, q+J'}. 
We can easily show that f(R)=s(K), and the proof is complete since the image of 
a rational language by an algebraic substitution is an algebraic language. 0 
As a matter of fact, Propositions 3.5 and 3.12 permit us to state that the image of 
a rational language by a semicommutation function is always in Ocl. So we state the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.13. Let f be a semicommutation function defined on X. The following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
f is ulgebrico rational. 
The semicommutation graph off does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to 
-or-. 
For each rational language R, f (R)EOcl. 
For each rational bounded language R, f (R)EAlg. 
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Proof. (l)*(2) by proposition 2. (2)*(3) because constructions which give us the 
image by f of a rational language use D 7 and 0: which are in Ocl and operations 
under which Ocl is closed. (3)=>(4) is obvious. (4)*(l) when looking at the proof of 
Proposition 3.5. 0 
In the particular case of partial commutation (associated with irreflexive 
and symmetrical relations), the results of Propositions 3.5 and 3.12 become Pro- 
position 3.14. 
Proposition 3.14. A partial commutation function is algebrico rational if and only $its 
commutation graph does not contain a path whose length is 3. 
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